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Nondeterministic gates for photonic single-rail quantum logic
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We discuss techniques for producing, manipulating, and measuring qubits encoded optically as vacuum- and
single-photon states. We show that a universal set of nondeterministic gates can be constructed using linear
optics and photon counting. We investigate the efficacy of a test gate given realistic detector efficiencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The standard method for encoding qubits in optics is
use the polarization degrees of freedom of single photo
This is sometimes referred to a dual-rail logic because
either does or does not use the occupation of two orthog
polarization modes as the qubit@1#. This type of encoding is
easy to manipulate at the single-qubit level and, recen
schemes for two-qubit operations have been introdu
@2–4#. However, there is considerable fundamental inter
in alternate encoding strategies.

One such strategy is single-rail logic@5#. Here, the qubit
is defined by the occupation of a single optical mode. Tha
the vacuum state,u0&, represents the logical zero, while th
single-photon state,u1&, represents the logical one. Recent
experimental progress in creating superpositions of s
states has been reported@6,7#, and there has been a demo
stration of entanglement swapping based on this logic@8#.

In this paper we show how it is possible to construc
universal set of nondeterministic quantum gates for this
coding using only linear optics and detection. We investig
some simple experimental arrangements designed to tes
performance of the gates, and conclude that demonstra
using state of the art technology are possible. It would p
sumably be possible to scale up these gates into n
deterministic gates using techniques similar to those p
posed in Ref.@2#, though we do not pursue this possibili
here. Alternatively, the experiments proposed here may
viewed as stepping stones to multiphoton single-
schemes, for which scalable architectures have been
scribed@9#.

A universal set of gates is formed by the control sign sh
~CS! gate, the Hadamard gate, and the phase rotation g
Nondeterministic CS gates for single-rail logic actually for
the heart of identical gates for dual-rail logic@2,3#. We will
borrow the most efficient and dedicated version of the
recently described by Knill@4#, for this discussion. Phas
rotations are easily implemented via phase delays, but
Hadamard gate presents a bigger challenge. Nevertheles
show that a nondeterministic Hadamard gate can be im
mented using only linear optics and detection.

The paper is arranged in the following way. In the ne
section we will review the construction of a CS gate. In S
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III we will describe the construction of the Hadamard ga
In Sec. IV we will investigate the operation of our gat
under nonideal conditions, and in Sec. V we will conclud

II. CS GATE

We now review the operation of the linear optical netwo
proposed by Knill@4# and shown in Fig. 1. The network i
designed to be a nondeterministic CS gate with a probab
of success of227 .

In this gate the reflectivities of the beam splitters areh1

5 1
3 and h25 1

6 (31A6). Also, these beam splitters have
sign change on transmission for a beam incident on the b
side. Therefore, the operator evolution through individu
beam splitters looks like

aout5Ah a1A12h b,

bout52A12h a1Ah b,

and the operator evolution through the entire gate with
above reflectivities is given by

aout5
1

3
~2a1A2b1A2c22d!, ~1!

bout5
1

3
~2A2a2b12c1A2d!, ~2!

cout5
1

3A2
~A31A6~A2a1c!1A32A6~A2b1d!!,

~3!

dout5
1

3A2
~2A32A6~A2a1c!1A31A6~A2b1d!!,

~4!

where the qubits enter into modesa and b, while modesc
and d are prepared in single-photon Fock states. The in
state to the gate can be written in a general way as

uf& in5c†d†~a1ba†1gb†1da†b†!u0000&. ~5!

The output state of the gate can be calculated by inver
the operator equations, Eqs.~1!–~4!, thus obtaining the input
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the CS
gate proposed by Knill@4#. The
beam splitters have a sign chang
upon transmission for light inci-
dent upon the black side. Thi
sign convention is used for Eqs
~1!–~4!. The reflectivities of the
beam splitters areh15

1
3 and h2

5
1
6 (31A6).
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operators in terms of the output operators, and substitu
these for the operators appearing in Eq.~5!. The form of the
output state is quite long and hence will not be given he
However, if we condition our state by the simultaneous
tection of a single photon in each of the lower two modec
andd, then the output state~unnormalized! is

uf&out5A 2

27
~a1baout

† 1gbout
† 2daout

† bout
† !u0000&.

~6!

This is control sign logic with a 180° sign flip. The probab
ity of success is2

27 , as predicted by Knill.

III. HADAMARD GATE

Superposition State Production. In order to create the
single-rail Hadamard gate, a special superposition is u
and this resource must be generated. The state that is de
is the equal superposition stateu0&1u1&. This state can be
produced conditionally using only linear optics with cohere
state and single-photon state inputs@10#. We consider a sim-
pler, single-element approach similar to that employed in
experiment of Ref.@7#. This setup is shown in Fig. 2.

The parameter for the coherent state throughout will
given by the numberx. This parameter and the reflectivity o
the beam splitter must be chosen so as to give theu0&1u1&
state with the higher-order terms giving very little contrib
tion to the state. We must assume thatx is close to zero to
satisfy this situation. The analysis of this system was p
formed using the expansion of the coherent state to the o
of three photons. The coherent stateux& was written as~un-
normalized!

ux&'u0&1xu1&1A1

2
x2u2&1A1

6
x3u3&.

After the detection of one photon at the indicated output,
following reflectivity (h) is required for the coefficients o
u0& and u1& to be equal at the other output:

h5
2114x26A118x2

8x2
. ~7!

The positive solution is used from here on in. Using th
relationship, the value ofx required in order to make th
03230
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coefficient of the second-orderu2& term 100/A2 times
smaller~probability 5000 times smaller! is

x520.100 74.

This means that the reflectivity must be

h50.990 244.

Using these values, however, theu0&1u1& state is prepared
only about 2% of the time. We can have better efficiency
allowing the second-order term to be larger. For examp
choosing x520.337 14 ~corresponding reflectivity h
50.919 85), the coefficient of the second-orderu2& term is
10/A2 times smaller~probability 50 times smaller!, and now
the state is prepared about 14% of the time.

Superposition Basis Measurements. Now that the super-
position stateu0&1u1& has been produced, we also need
be able to measure in the basis state spanned by this an
orthogonal stateu0&2u1&. The device that is used to perform
measurements in this basis is a 50:50 beam splitter wit
known, positive superposition state injected into one port a
the unknown superposition injected into the other, as sho
in Fig. 3.

One finds the state for a positive phase superposition to

1

2
u00&1A1

2
u10&1A1

8
~ u20&2u02&)

and for a negative phase superposition to be

1

2
u00&1A1

2
u01&2A1

8
~ u20&2u02&).

If one photon is measured in the first mode then the unkno
superposition had a positive phase, while one in the sec
mode indicates a negative phase superposition. The two

FIG. 2. Schematic of superposition production apparatus.ux&
here is a coherent state with amplitudex. The output~lower! mode
of this device will contain a superpositionu0&1u1& with small
higher-order terms after the correct detection event has occurre
7-2
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perpositions cannot be distinguished if zero total photons
counted in both modes or if two photons are measured in
mode. The measurement succeeds one half of the time.

Hadamard Gate. Now we have enough tools to perform
the task that is desired. Figure 4 shows the construction
single-rail Hadamard gate.

This gate requires twou0&1u1& superpositions, one CS
gate ~as described in the preceding section!, and oneu0&
6u1& measurement. If the input is arbitrary~i.e., au0&
1bu1&), then the bottom two modes at the far left can
described by the state

uF&5au00&1au01&1bu10&1bu11&,

where the first number is the number state of the up
mode. After the control sign operation, the state looks lik

uF&5au00&1au01&1bu10&2bu11&.

Now a u0&6u1& measurement is made on the top mode fr
the control sign gate. If we only take the positive result th
the output state in the output mode is

uc&5a~ u0&1u1&)1b~ u0&2u1&),

which is Hadamard logic. Note that differential propagati
produces a phase rotation

uc;t&5e2 ivâ†ât~ u0&1u1&)5u0&1e2 ivtu1&.

This allows us to apply arbitrary rotations and thus co
pletes our universal set of gates.

IV. TESTING THE GATES

In our discussion so far we have assumed unit dete
efficiency and the ability to differentiate between zero, o

FIG. 3. Schematic for a device that performs measurement
the superposition basisu0&6u1&. The state to be measured is in th
lower mode while the upper mode contains the state produce
the device described in Fig. 2.u0&1u1& is detected with certainty
when one and only one photon is measured in the top mode,
u0&2u1& is detected when one photon is found only in the low
mode.

FIG. 4. Schematic of the Hadamard gate constructed using
vices from Figs. 1, 2, and 3. Theu0&1u1& states are assumed to b
created by a device similar to that in Fig. 2.
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and two photons. Off-the-shelf photon counters, on the ot
hand, have efficiencies of around 65% and can only diff
entiate between zero or more photons. This would be ins
ficient for demonstrating our single-rail gates. However, st
of the art detectors have recently been described@11# with
90% efficiency and the ability to differentiate between ze
one, and two photons. We now model the performance o
simple single-rail test circuit if implemented with these sta
of the art detectors. The test circuit is shown in Fig. 5.

In the figure, SP produces the stateu0&1u1& nondetermin-
istically, H is a Hadamard gate,f is a phase shift, and ther
is a detector after the Hadamard gate. After the phase s
the state looks like~unnormalized!

uc&5u0&1eifu1&.

This state is passed through the Hadamard gate; as a re
the output state at the detector is~unnormalized!

uc&5~11eif!u0&1~12eif!u1&.

As the phase shiftf is changed, the superposition at th
output changes fromu0& to u1& over the range off50 to
f5p, ideally with 100% visibility.

Photon loss in inefficient detectors is included in t
analysis of the gate by modeling the inefficient detector a
beam splitter of transmittivity equivalent to the efficiency
the detector followed by a perfect detector. The reflec
mode is traced over. Each of the detectors used in the c
struction of the Hadamard gate and theu0&1u1& state pro-
duction devices was simulated by this technique. Figur
shows the results of this simulation. Theu0&1u1& state pro-
ducer~Fig. 2! uses a coherent strength ofx520.337 14 and,

in

by

nd
r

e-

FIG. 5. Schematic of experimental test modeled to simulate
functionality of these gates using realistic detectors. SP denote
u0&1u1& production device~Fig. 2!, f performs a phase shift of the
type u0&1eifu1&, and H denotes a Hadamard gate, as shown
Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Plot of detection probability vs the variation of the pha
f in Fig. 5. The solid line is a simulation with 100% efficien
detectors, the dashed line with 90% efficient detectors, and the
ted line with 80% efficient detectors. The visibilities of these fring
are 1.00, 0.91, and 0.66, respectively.
7-3
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by Eq. ~7!, a reflectivity ofh50.919 85. Shown is the prob
ability of detecting zero photons in the output, given t
correct combination of conditioning detector results. T
probability is not normalized to this conditioning, so they
axis reflects the probability of obtaining this event~including
the conditioning probability! for a single run. Thex axis is
the size of the phase shift taken relative to the phase of
coherent states, which produce theu0&1u1& superposition
states used both as inputs and as gate resources.

Figure 6 shows detectors of 100% efficiency~solid line!,
90% efficiency ~dashed line!, and 80% efficiency~dotted
line! using the photon loss model described above. The
ibility of these curves is unity for 100%, 0.81 for 90%, an
0.66 for 80% efficient detectors.

From the results in Fig. 6 it is seen that for this arrang
ment of gates the probability of obtaining an output that h
been successfully postselected is low, making a demon
tion with current photon source technology extremely d
manding. This occurs because a cascade of nondetermin
gates like this requires each gate to have successful po
s.

e
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lection simultaneously. However, if quantum memory we
available it would be possible to produce and store the
perposition states ‘‘off-line.’’ Then, in principle, the probabi
ity of gate success could be up to154 .

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that a universal set of gates can be im
mented nondeterministically for the qubit encoding in whi
the vacuum stateu0& represents logical zero and the sing
photon stateu1& represents logical one. The implementati
uses only linear optics and photodetection. It was also sho
that a demonstration of the operation of these gates is p
sible from the point of view of current detector technolog
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